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Capital Relief Trade (CRT) Fact Sheet

GAP Insurance

Retention

1 The bank and investors are aligned. The goal of the bank is to obtain the lowest rate on the CRT, so they focus on the least risky assets.

2
The loan stays on the bank’s balance sheet; therefore, the bank is incentivized to keep the loan performing. The bank continues to service 

the loan, keeps their customer relationships, and can pledge the loan for efficient borrowing.

3
The CRT may lower the bank category risk concentration (commercial real estate being the most important) to total capital. This incentivizes 

banks to put a CRT on multifamily, the least risky commercial real estate category.

4 The CRT may decrease the loan-to-deposit ratio.

5
Because CRT transactions are not a sale, a bank can free up capital on assets that have “rate losses” (such as 4% residential mortgages) 

and deploy the capital to make “at the market” loans.

6 The SPV structure removes the bank counterparty risk.

7
Asset Classes: Prime Residential, Multifamily, Corporate Loans, Prime Consumer Loans (Auto, Student, etc.,), Warehouse, Capital Call 

Lines, and Owner Occupied Residential Real Estate.

8

The amount of first loss is set by the regulators based on categories, and the CRT will be used on the highest quality assets that have the 

least risk relative to its classification in order to get the lowest rate. Please see example below:

9
In practice, CRT lowers the bank’s risk and losses; however, for accounting purposes, it has no effect on current expected credit losses 

(CECL) reserves. Over time, bank investors should see that the loss reserves and quality of earnings have improved because of the CRT.

10
Some CRTs may have embedded term leverage since 50% or more of the new structure could be investment grade. Therefore, stated 

returns are much lower than termed out leverage returns.

First Loss Lower Risk Higher Risk

5% Classification Residential Prime Non-QM

12.5% Classification Prime Auto Multifamily Subprime Auto Office

Please see important disclosures on page 4.
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Capital Relief Trade: Merchants Bank of Indiana

Proceeds from M1 Notes

Class A
(Bank Retained)

~$960MM

Class B (Bank Retained) 
~$11MM

Class M1 (Sold to 
Investors)~$158MM

Principal & Interest

Monthly Interest

Cash $158MM

Credit Event Payments Principal 
Repayment if 
MBIN defaults

Principal Based on Reference Pool Amortization

Transaction Structure

Merchants Bank of 
Indiana 
(MBIN)

$16B in Assets

Reference Pool 
of Loans 
$1.13B

MBIN 

Cash 
Collateral 
Account

• Merchants Bank of Indiana (MBIN) is a $16.5B bank with 10% TCE

• Reference Pool: 37 floating rate loans secured by 1st lien mortgage on Senior Housing Properties (Bridge to HUD Section 232 

Loans), located in 18 states, ~70% LTV, WAL 31 months originally, financial guarantor on majority of loans

• Bank pays fee as compensation for risk mitigation (1-month SOFR +15.5%), reduces RWA on assets from 100% to 20%, 

• Reference pool has paid down 27% in 1 year

• Historical losses on 232 HUD Loans is 0.3% per year with a 50% recovery

Please see important disclosures on page 4.



Bank Retained 
Exposure 
~$1.65B

EJF CRT 2024-R1 
Notes (CLN)

$86.5M
(Risk exposure purchased by EJF, 

proceeds fund the SPV)

Monthly Interest
 (Tsy + 7.75%)

& Principal Payments 
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Capital Relief Trade: U.S. Bank

Hypothetical Allocation of Principal Payments & Aggregate 
Loss (Mirrors Performance of Reference Portfolio)

Cash
$86.5 Million

Transaction Structure

U.S. Bank
<$100B in Assets

Reference Pool 
of Loans 
$1.73B

EJF CRT Special 
Purpose Vehicle 

(“SPV”) 

 Cash/Cash 

Securities  Account

(Securities earning floating 
component of interest) 

(loans retained on bank balance sheet 
and bank continues to service) 

Protection Buyer
(The Bank)

Protection 
Premium 
7.95%*

Please see important disclosures on page 4.

• $1.73B Reference Pool of 1-4 family first lien mortgage loans

• Jumbo, prime, residential mortgages originated by the bank

• EJF structured a special purpose vehicle (“SPV”) serving as the guarantor to the bank & issues credit-linked notes (“CLN”) to the 

Fund

• Bank pays fee as compensation for risk mitigation (Tsy + 7.95%*) & reduces RWA on assets from 50% to 20%

*Inclusive of 0.20% payment to ongoing Operating Expense account.



Important Disclosures
PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS, WHICH MAY VARY.
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This document is intended solely for the use of the party to whom EJF Capital LLC (“EJF”) or its agent has provided it, and is not to be reprinted or redistributed without the express permission of 

EJF. This document is intended for informational purposes only, and shall not constitute a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security or service, or an endorsement of any particular 

investment strategy.  Offering of any EJF sponsored product is made by private placement memorandum only.  Please see the applicable fund’s offering materials for a more complete discussion 

of the risks relating to an investment in the fund.  You are urged to read all of the offering materials, including the entire offering private placement memorandum, prior to any investment in a fund, 

and to ask questions of EJF.  

In connection with your consideration of an investment in a fund, you should be aware that private funds do not require diversification of investments and investments may be concentrated in very 

few issuers and industries.  Prospective investors should be advised that there may be restrictions on transferring an investor’s interest, that there is no secondary market for an investor’s interest 

and no secondary market is expected to develop.  An investment in a fund should be considered speculative and may only be appropriate for part of an investor’s portfolio. A fund may use 

leverage and its performance could be volatile. 

A fund entails a high degree of risk and is designed only for sophisticated investors who can bear the loss of all or a substantial amount of their investment and who have a limited need for liquidity 

in their investment.  EJF does not provide legal or tax advice to investors.  Prior to investing, prospective investors should consult with legal counsel and a tax adviser.  We expressly disclaim any 

liability whatsoever for any loss arising from or in reliance upon the whole or any part of the content herein contained.

This material is provided for informational purposes only as of the date hereof, and may not contain certain material information about the Fund, including important disclosures and risk factors 

associated with an investment in the Fund.  Although every effort has been made to ensure the information herein contained is, or is based on, sources believed by EJF to be reliable, no 

guarantee is made as to its accuracy or completeness.  This information does not take into account the particular investment objectives or financial circumstances of any specific person who may 

receive it. EJF does note use environmental, social and governance standards as a basis for selecting any investments, including real estate investments. 

The information herein may include statements of statistics, figures, indicators, future expectations, estimates, beliefs, interpretations of regulations, opinions,  projections, and forward-looking 

statements (collectively "Statements"). Although every effort has been made to ensure the information herein contained is, or is based on, sources believed by EJF to be reliable, no guarantee is 

made as to its accuracy or completeness.  The Statements provided are based on beliefs, assumptions and information available at the time of publication by the author, which may not be EJF.  

Accordingly, EJF has relied upon and assumed, without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information available to it. As a result, such Statements are inherently 

speculative and actual results, performance or events may differ materially from those expressed or implied in such Statements. This information as well as the Statements, cannot be relied upon 

for any purpose other an illustrative one. 

The information herein may include figures, statements, opinions, analysis, or other information (collectively, “Information”) that paraphrase, characterize, categorize, summarize, abbreviate, or 

are otherwise reductive to the complete set of facts and events that have or will transpire.  The Information provided are based on EJF’s beliefs, assumptions and information available at the time 

of issuance, and are subject to change. Accordingly, you are encouraged to conduct an independent review of the Information before making any investment decisions.  EJF expressly disclaims 

any liability whatsoever for any loss arising from or in reliance upon the whole or any part of the content herein. 

EJF cannot guarantee that the securities and/or transactions described in this document will be available, or can be purchased or effected as described.  Furthermore, at the time of receiving this 

document EJF clients may already own securities that advance or conflict with any strategies described herein.  Therefore, the Information, as well as the Statements, cannot be relied upon for 

any purpose other an the current Illustrative one. 

The information contained herein pertains exclusively to the Fund and services provided to the Fund. Nothing herein shall be construed as an advertisement or be considered as an endorsement 

for EJF’s advisory services at large. You are encouraged to review EJF’s Form ADV, and other adviser related materials prior to investing in the Fund. 

Please read additional Risks and Limitations associated with strategies described herein located on EJF Capital’s website.

https://www.ejfcap.com/risks-limitations-associated-with-ejf-strategies/


Contact Information
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EJF Investor Relations

2107 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 410

Arlington, VA 22201

InvestorRelations@ejfcap.com

571-982-7281
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